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1Two Toys I’ve Been Testing
Associate Professor Ron Fricker
Operations Research Department
Naval Postgraduate School
2Using PowerPoint in the Classroom
• My lectures are predominantly PowerPoint-based
– Both for DL and resident classes
• Pros:
– I don’t have to write on board 
• I can concentrate on communicating with students
– Notes are written out for students
• They can concentrate on what I’m saying vice note taking
• Cons:
– “Death by PowerPoint”
• Move through material too fast
• Little to no student engagement
3(One) Solution: Tablet Computer
• With tablets, can write on PowerPoint slides
• My new lecture style: Do PowerPoint slides but 




• Pass out copies of slides at beginning of 
chapter (about a week’s worth)
– Parts we will do in class have        icon
– Roughly a 5:1 ratio or so, of completed slides to 
“fill-in” slides (which are usually problems)
• Work through lecture over the week
– Students take notes as I fill in the slides
• At the end, I convert annotated slides to pdf 
and post for students
5What the Students Thought (1)
• “On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means „I'd prefer 
when you write on the blackboard‟ and 5 means „I 
prefer when you write on the tablet‟ please give 
your opinion on my use of the tablet PC in class for 
doing problems.”
1 2 3 4 5
 
Frequencies 
Level  Count Prob 
1 2 0.04651 
2 1 0.02326 
3 5 0.11628 
4 7 0.16279 
5 28 0.65116 
 
6What the Students Thought (2)
• “On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is „I'd prefer all in-
class written board and tablet work,‟ 3 is „It's about 
right,‟ and 5 is „I'd prefer all completed PowerPoint 
slides,‟ please rate 
the ratio of completed 
PowerPoint slides to 
in-class board and 
tablet written work in 
my lectures.” 1 2 3
 
Frequencies 
Level  Count Prob 
1 3 0.06977 
2 3 0.06977 
3 37 0.86047 
Total 43 1.00000 
 
7Sakai “Collaborative Learning 
Environment”
• ITACS testing potential replacement for Blackboard
– NPS Blackboard license currently costs over $250K/year
– Many major universities moving to open source alternatives 
such as Sakai 
https://cle.nps.edu
8First Beta Test in My OA3102 
(Resident) Class Last Quarter
9What Did the Students Think?
• “The Sakai interface is easy to understand 
and navigate through.”  95%
• “The Sakai gradebook is easy to use.” 86%
• “The Sakai quiz interface is easy to use.” 95%
• “I found Sakai to be reliable, in the sense that it 
was always available when I wanted to log on.” 95%
• “I found Sakai to be responsive, in the sense that 
when I clicked on something the item loaded or 





What Did the Students Think?
• “Overall, I prefer using Sakai to Blackboard.”  60%
• “Based just on your experience using Sakai 
this quarter, would you recommend that NPS 
switch from Blackboard to Sakai?” 89%
• “Now, considering that NPS can save over 
$250,000 by switching from Blackboard to 
Sakai, would you recommend NPS switch 
from Blackboard to Sakai?” 98% Yes
Question
Percent Agree or
Strongly Agree
11
Interested?
